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T

he HH-60J helicopter is a reliable
workhorse for the U.S. Coast
Guard; providing air support for
rescue swimmers, perimeter
surveillance for the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, surveillance and
interdiction of illegal drug trafficking,
victim transport and search and rescue
(SAR) missions. Able to fly 300 mi.
offshore, the HH-60J can remain on-scene
for 45 minutes, recover six survivors and
complete the return trip with reserve fuel.
However, like any other aircraft that
endures extensive use, the HH-60J is
subject to wear or aging and requires
maintenance and repairs at regularly
scheduled intervals. In addition to HH-60J
and HH-65 helicopters, U.S. Coast Guard
air stations house a mixture of HC-130
turboprops and HU-25 jets all utilizing a
wide array of tools and inspection
methods to combat the aging process.
Despite the sophistication of those tools
and methods, it is the 107 fleet-level
nondestructive inspection (NDI) certified
personnel of the U.S. Coast Guard that are
the most valuable aspect of the NDI
effort. Their skill and conscientious
attention keep these aircraft in optimum
flying condition.

HH-60J rescue hoist arm support assembly
(Fig. 1a and b). The rescue arm was
removed from the support assembly
barrel socket so that the inside surface of
the barrel socket could be examined.
Somewhat discolored, the internal surface
of the barrel socket displayed surface
condition irregularities and slight
corrosion. Hoke cleaned the area and
performed a Type I, Method C fluorescent
penetrant test (sensitivity level III) on the
area of concern. After a dwell time of
30 minutes, the test presented no
indication.
Taking the Extra Step. Hoke’s initial
assessment of the fitting had been that
the surface condition of the fitting was
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Figure 1. U.S. Coast Guard HH-60J
helicopter: (a) photo of rescue hoist
support arm indicating position of barrel
socket fitting and (b) schematic of assembly
and fitting.
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Astoria, OR is home to three HH-60J
helicopters. In July 2005, Aviation
Maintenance Technician (AMT) 1 Adam
Hoke, a U.S. Coast Guard Aviation
Certified Level II NDI Technician,
conducted a routine inspection of the
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Turn back the years with “Crossword Challenge:
Early NDT.” TNT prevailed upon the Editor of
ASNT’s Nondestructive Testing Handbook series,
Patrick Moore, to generate the clues for a
crossword that visits the beginnings of NDT.
During his tenure at ASNT, Moore has exercised an
avid interest in the history of industry and
particularly in that of NDT. The puzzle’s tough but
if searching the Web doesn’t work, check out some
of the NDT Handbooks.
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T

he topic for the April “Focus” article comes
to us through the generosity of the
U.S. Coast Guard. Rusty Waldrop and
Commander Mark Ward acquaint us with the
diligent and resourceful personnel of the
U.S. Coast Guard’s Aviation Standardized NDI
Program. We see how a crack discovered in a
fitting led to a fleet-wide effort to ensure the
HH-60J helicopter remained search and rescue
ready.
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FROM THE EDITOR

suspect. Even though the results of the
fluorescent penetrant and visual inspections
required by procedure were negative, Hoke
felt the tests were inadequate and decided
to try an alternative test method. In
addition to his certification as an Aviation
Level II NDI Technician, Hoke is also certified
as a Level II in eddy current inspection. Eddy
current equipment was set up to examine
the aluminum alloy of the support assembly,
using an absolute winding surface coil with
a 90 deg pencil probe configuration at a
frequency of 200 KHz and penetration
depth of 0.010-0.012 in. (0.25-0.30 mm).
Equipment was calibrated so that a 0.020 in.
(0.51 mm) electric discharge machined
(EDM) notch standard would deflect
vertically 20 percent of full screen height
(FSH) on the impedance plane display
(Fig. 2).
Inspecting the barrel socket by
transversing the eddy current probe down
into the rear section of the socket, Hoke
discovered a crack on the rear top portion
between the 11:00 and 1:00 o’clock
positions. Total crack length was
approximately 2.0 in. (5.08 cm) (Fig. 3a,b).
Following protocol, a second inspector also
confirmed the crack. Air Station Astoria’s
Engineering Section forwarded information
regarding the crack up the chain of
command to Aviation Repair Supply Center
(ARSC) HH-60J Technical Services at Air
Station Elizabeth City in North Carolina
where the assistance of the Aging Aircraft
Branch (AAB) Nondestructive Inspection
(NDI) Program was enlisted.

Contradictory Results Duplicated
AAB NDI was provided with two scrapped
support assemblies and asked to review
them for indications. It was determined that
both fittings were cracked in locations
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Focus continued from page 1.
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Figure 2. Eddy current impedance plane
display shows calibration set up for 0.008,
0.020 and 0.040 in. (0.20, 0.51 and 1.02 mm)
EDM notches. Generic surface eddy current
requires minimum 20 percent FSH vertical
deflection of 0.020 in. EDM notch.

similar to the crack in the Astoria craft
fitting; crack lengths of 1.0 in. (2.5 cm)
and 0.75 in. (1.9 cm) were noted. Type I,
Method C fluorescent penetrant
inspections (sensitivity levels III and IV)
had been conducted on each fitting using
dwell times that ranged from 30 minutes
up to four hours with reapplication every
45 minutes. The fluorescent penetrant
tests showed no positive indications of
cracks. However, ultrasonic testing using
equipment set up for a 45 deg shear wave
inspection propagating sound from the
rear of the barrel socket (aircraft inboard)
showed a well-defined crack (Fig. 4).
Word of the Astoria discovery reached
U.S. Coast Guard Air Station San Diego
where NDI personnel elected to perform
eddy current inspection on one of their
HH-60J aircraft. The results again came
back positive showing seven cracks
throughout the barrel socket (Fig. 5a,b).
Most of the cracks appeared in a rear top
location similar to the location of the
crack in the Astoria craft but additional
cracks were also noted through retaining
bolt-holes and in other locations. AAB NDI
Level III staff traveled to San Diego and
confirmed all seven cracks with eddy
current and ultrasonic testing.
Cracks of this type had never been
discovered on any variant of the HH-60J
being flown in the world today (a history
of approximately 2.3 million flight hours)
and the potential for such cracking was

considered highly unlikely. In light of test
results thus far, ARSC HH-60J Technical
Services decided to have the eddy current
application performed on every hoist
assembly support fitting that was
currently on the production floor of the
ARSC depot. Results were unsettling.
Approximately 30 percent of the
airframes inspected had rejectable flaw
indications and in each case they were
indications that were undetectable
following fluorescent penetrant and
visual inspections.

Lab Review Determines Cause
At the request the chief of the ARSC’s
Aging Aircraft Branch, the Materials and
Manufacturing Directorate of the U.S. Air
Force Research Laboratory at Wright

Plan for Fleet-Wide Inspection

Figure 4. Ultrasonic testing signal from

crack in rescue hoist support fitting barrel
socket with 45 deg sound propagation.
(a)

Probe

(a)

Barrel
socket

(b)

Figure 3. Support assembly barrel socket:
(a) view inside barrel socket shows Astoria
crack location as red line and (b) eddy
current impedance plane display of crack
inside barrel socket.

Patterson Air Force Base agreed to
conduct further analysis on two fittings.
Their material review confirmed that the
fittings were indeed cracked. In addition,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) used
by the lab determined that MIL-PRF-8309,
a common corrosion preventative
compound (CPC) used in the interior bore
sleeve of the hoist fitting, was migrating
into the fatigue cracks as they formed and
was essentially sealing them off (Fig. 6).
The CPC was rendering the fluorescent
penetrant inspection — dependent on
surface condition and cleanliness —
ineffective. CPC is critical to fill voids and
prevent capillary action that would
otherwise trap moisture in the bore. No
manner of cleaning would remove the
CPC. It was becoming clear that each and
every hoist support fitting was going to
need a thorough inspection using eddy
current.

Scan entire internal
surface of receiving
socket 360 deg around
circumference.
Scan with axis of
receiving socket.
Scan around all fastener
and drain holes.

As an initial action, ARSC HH-60J Technical
Services ordered replacement of the
Astoria and San Diego hoist support
fittings. Importantly, as a second step,
they developed and issued a Time
Compliance Technical Order (TCTO)
ordering the inspection of every HH-60J
hoist support fitting for the entire fleet
using the eddy current method developed
by AAB NDI and Air Station Astoria. Time
for compliance was set for ten days so
that units with aircraft away from their
air station could be scheduled for
inspection. ARSC HH-60J Technical
Services' plan was to use the ten days to
develop a schedule for fleet wide
replacement.
Readiness Classification Essential. Once
inspection was completed, each fitting

Focus continued on page 5.

(b)

Figure 5. Illustrations of eddy current test of

hoist support assembly: (a) probe placement
and scan pattern and (b) impedance plane
display of San Diego crack indications.

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy
reveals surface indications in barrel socket
interior.
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Feature
Job Safety – Magnetic Particle
Inspection1

G

eneral precautions to be exercised
when performing magnetic particle
inspection include consideration of
exposure to oils, pastes, and electrical current.
It is important that the following minimum
safety requirements be observed when
performing magnetic particle inspections.
Always consult the Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS) for the specific product or
products you will be using to insure all
necessary safety precautions are taken for
potential health effects, first aid, fire hazard,
accidental release measures, exposure
controls, personal protection, physical
properties, stability, reactivity, toxicological
information, disposal and transportation.

Wet Suspension Precautions
Wet magnetic particle materials are normally
nontoxic, but continuous exposure to oils and
pastes used in the wet bath method may
cause dermatitis or cracking of the skin.
Protective gloves worn during processing
prevent skin contact.
Type 2 magnetic particle suspension oil, as
defined in SAE AMS 2641A,2 has a flash point
of less than 200 °F (93 °C) and if maintained
in a type II stationary magnetic particle unit,
the following minimum safety requirements
must apply:
• adequate surface area exhaust ventilation
system must be provided.
• maintain less than 25 gallons of liquid
suspension in the tank.
• cover liquid suspension with screened drain
board.
• maintain a portable fire extinguisher in the
immediate area of the magnetic particle
unit that is sufficient in size and/or volume
to suppress any fire which could occur from
the magnetic particle suspension oil.
Periodic checks should be made to ensure its
proper operation. The size and/or volume of
the fire extinguisher should be determined
by the cognizant authority.

poor contact between the head stocks of the
stationary magnetic particle unit. Arcing may
also ignite combustible magnetic particle
baths. Ensure good electrical contact
between the heads and the inspected part to
prevent this possibility. Wet the headstocks
with the magnetic particle bath prior to
energizing to reduce the possibility of arcing.
The headstocks of many units are hand
cranked to hold a part in place with air
controlled pressure then applied with a foot
pedal to ensure a solid fit. When placing
articles between the headstocks of a
magnetizing unit, technicians must exercise
extreme caution to avoid injury to hands.
The use of contact prods is strictly
prohibited on aircraft parts. Ensure they are
not used in any volatile environment.

Proper Use of Aerosol Cans

Hazards of UV-A Exposure

Magnetic Rubber Precautions

Unfiltered ultraviolet radiation is harmful to
the eyes and skin. UV-A bulbs should never
be operated without filters. Poorly fitting
filters or those that are cracked or chipped
must be replaced before the lamp is used.
Even filtered UV-A emissions can be harmful
to the skin with sufficient direct exposure. To
protect the hands, suitable non-fluorescing
gloves (such as white cotton) should be worn
during extended periods of exposure to the
main beam (exceeding two-hours per day).
UV-A filtering safety glasses are specifically
designed for penetrant and magnetic particle
inspections and are recommended as they
will filter out glare and reduce eyestrain.
Install ultraviolet filters on all mercury vapor
lamps used for penetrant inspection. Replace
cracked, chipped, or broken filters before
using the lamp. Injury to eyes and skin will
occur if emissions from the mercury vapor
bulbs are not filtered. UV-A filtering safety
glasses, long-sleeve shirts, and gloves must be
worn when high intensity UV-A radiation is
used.

Magnetic rubber is used as a technique in
magnetic particle testing to discern very fine
cracks. The silicon rubber, dibutyltin dilaurate,
stannous octoate, cure stabilizers, cleaners,
and release agents found in magnetic rubber
are, or can be, irritants to the skin and eyes.
They can also cause skin sensitization (allergic
reactions) and are inhalant and ingestion
hazards as well. General safety precautions,
such as using gloves or safety glasses to
prevent contact with the skin or eyes, are
applicable to magnetic rubber inspections.
Silicon oil, also an ingredient in magnetic
rubber, can result in very slippery surfaces,
especially if not well controlled. For specific
information concerning any of the materials
used as magnetic rubber, magnetic rubber
catalysts, release agents or cleaners, consult
material safety data sheets or contact the
appropriate safety officer. Lastly, when using
electromagnets to magnetize while
performing magnetic rubber inspection on
aircraft, the aircraft must be grounded.

Heat Hazards
Electrical Hazards for Type II
Stationary Magnetic Particle Units
Use rubber insulating floor matting in front
of magnetic particle units. Matting must be
rated for the voltage of equipment being
used and must be replaced when worn to
half its original thickness; 0.125 in. (3.18 mm).
Use one continuous length of matting that
extends beyond the ends of the equipment
for at least 2 ft (0.6 m).
Excessive magnetizing current or arcing
may injure the eyes. Arcing may be caused by
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momentary contact of exposed body surfaces.
To avoid burns to hands, arms, face, or other
exposed body areas, extreme caution must be
exercised to prevent contact with the UV-A
bulb or lamp housing.
When practical, provide brackets or
hangers to permanently mount UV-A lamps
at the wash station and within the inspection
booth.

The temperature of some UV-A bulbs can
exceed 750°F (399°C) (above the ignition or
flash point of fuel vapors) during operation
and should never be used when flammable
vapors are present.
Hot UV-A lamps should never be placed
on or near combustible surfaces. Heat
radiated by the UV-A bulb during use also
heats the external surfaces of the lamp
housing. Although not high enough to be
visually apparent, these temperatures are
high enough to cause severe burns with even

Aerosol cans are a convenient method of
packaging and find application for a wide
variety of materials. Their common use, both
in industry and the home, has led to
complacency and mishandling. Aerosol
vessels are filled with pressurized gas that
expands when exposed to heat.
Temperatures exceeding 120° F (49° C), can
cause the aerosol container to burst, rapidly
dispersing the container contents into the air
as finely divided particles. Any combustible
material, regardless of its flash point, can
ignite with explosive force under such
circumstances. For this reason, all magnetic
particle materials should be properly stored
in a cool dry area that is protected from
direct sunlight.

References
1. This article adapted from Section VIII,
“Magnetic Particle Inspection Safety” of
the tri-service technical manual,
T.O. 33B-1-1, Nondestructive Inspection
Methods: Basic Theory. T.O. 33B-1-1 is a
work of the federal government.
2. SAE AMS 2641A, Vehicle, Magnetic
Particle Inspection, Petroleum Base.
Warrendale, PA: Society of Automotive
Engineers (1996). TNT
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Hoist fittings can see anywhere from
4,200 to 8,500 hoist evolutions over their
lifetimes. Though the fittings were
inspected at regular six-month intervals,
the fluorescent penetrant inspection
being used was ineffectual, allowing slow
but steady crack growth. Improved
procedures that now include alternative
inspection techniques as well as
mitigation strategies such as cold
working, stop drilling or, in this case,
blending have proven to be a safe,
economical and effective means to
prevent crack growth.
In the end, the quick resolution of a
problematic situation that began with
AMT 1 Hoke’s discovery at Astoria Air
Station became a resounding testament
to the value of the U.S. Coast Guard
Aviation Standardized NDI Program.
Open lines of communication from the
field level to ARSC Technical Services
ensured that the words “something is
wrong” could be heard loud and clear.
However, if not for AMT 1 Hoke’s
persistence and attention to detail, the
warning would not have been given and
the problem would have persisted with
disastrous effect.
Being a U.S. Coast Guard Aviation
Certified NDI Technician is collateral duty
performed in addition to other duties
such as air-crew mechanic or sheet metal
mechanic, but it is duty that increasingly
demonstrates its value as well as that of
the U.S. Coast Guard Aviation
Standardized NDI Program itself. An
improved inspection procedure for the
HH-60J is in place. As of this writing, all
necessary fitting replacements have been
completed and the U.S. Coast Guard is on
track and performing its service to the
country.

NDT
Practitioners,
Are you the “Go To” guy at

•
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•

repair would require approximately
19 workdays to complete. This work
schedule included time to prepare the
aircraft by removing the engines, main
and accessory gearboxes, cabin interior
and a major wiring harness that runs
transversely through the barrel socket
fitting. Removal and replacement of all
these components generates a lengthy
post assembly test flight. ARSC HH-60J
Technical Services determined that a
provision to classify aircraft as they were
being inspected was essential.
Implementing a conservative baseline,
a plan to make allowances for fittings
with low-grade cracks that could be
blended out was developed. The majority
of cracks being detected with eddy
current were less than 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) in
length and less than 0.02-0.04 in.
(0.51-1.02 mm) deep. These low-grade
cracks could be slowly blended (ground or
sanded) out of the parent material using
methods outlined in the Common
Airframe Structural Repair Manual.
Repaired in this manner, the barrel socket
support assemblies were fit for all
operational purposes. Barrel socket
support assemblies containing cracks that
could not be blended out but that were
still within the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) specified dimensions
were classified as SAR use only. Those
with cracks exceeding OEM specified
dimensions were classified as NO SAR.
Cracks in helicopter hoist fittings might
sound innocuous to just about any
helicopter operator in the world (the
aircraft can still fly — right?). Not so in
the Coast Guard. At the end of the day,
search and rescue is still the number one
priority. The cracks in the hoist support
arm touched upon the U.S. Coast Guard’s
ability to perform a fundamental mission,
with the potential for major injury should
the fitting fail. Adding impetus to the
time constraints already imposed by the
operational risk management items that
had to be checked during the TCTO
performance period, significant weather
was bearing down on an Air Station with
several of the affected aircraft. In short,
operations needed to have the
helicopters capable of hoisting while
engineering needed the same hoists
grounded until all available information
could be gathered.
Faced with the challenge of
determining which aircraft were SAR
ready and which were not, NDI personnel
across the country went into action and
all TCTO inspections were executed within

the ten-day compliance period. They
determined that out of a HH-60J fleet of
41 located at eight air stations, 26 aircraft
at seven stations had hoists that were
cracked. Of that number, 14 hoists
required replacement.

•
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Feature
Overview of RT Training and
Certification
by Jim Houf

This response to a query regarding what
training and certification would be needed to
switch from a career in medical radiography
to one as an industrial radiographer provides
a brief summary of the principle differences
between the two fields as well as a succinct
overview of the training, experience and
certification for RT as practiced in
nondestructive testing.

S

witching from medical radiology to
industrial radiography can be done, but
due to major differences between the
two fields, a medical radiologist has to meet
the same requirements as a non-radiologist.
Radiation safety training taken as a
radiologist may be counted towards the
radiation safety requirement, but the
technical requirements are different enough
that radiological technical training, while
helpful, will not replace the training required
to become an industrial radiographer.
The main differences between the two
fields are that most medical applications use
X-ray generators at low settings (kV and mA)
and very short exposure times (fractions of a
second), while industrial radiography uses
much higher settings and long exposure times
because they are penetrating steel rather
than flesh and bone. Additionally, much
industrial field work is done using radioactive
materials producing gamma rays such as
iridium 192 (Ir-192) and cobalt 60 (Co-60). Due
to the high radiation levels, which for X-ray
can be from 100-600 kV and 1-20 mA, and up
to 100 Curies of Ir-192 or Co-60, and longer
exposure times (15 s to hours, depending on
part material and thickness) the potential for
accidental exposure to the public is greatly
increased. As a result, the training in each
field is very different.

RT Certification
To help you understand how industrial
radiographers are certified, the following
explanation may be helpful.
Three Qualification Levels. Industrial
radiography is referred to as radiographic
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testing (RT) in the nondestructive testing
(NDT) field, and as with other NDT test
methods, RT has three levels of qualification;
Levels I, II & III. These levels might be better
understood if compared to the system used by
trade unions. Level I is roughly equivalent to
an apprentice that can perform specific tasks
and evaluations to written instructions but
only under the supervision of a more qualified
person. A Level II is more like a journeyman
that can do the work, interpret test results
and write and sign off on inspection reports.
A Level III is similar to a master craftsman that
can not only do all phases of the work but is
also able to develop inspection procedures
and is qualified to teach the subject material.
Personnel first entering the NDT field are
considered trainees as they are yet to be
qualified. Qualification for all levels is
comprised of three components: training,
experience and examination. Once these
requirements have been met, a person can be
certified (which merely means the individual
has written documentation of qualification).

SNT-TC-1A Guidelines.
The majority of NDT certifications in the U.S.
are done in accordance with the guidelines
found in the ASNT Recommended Practice
No. SNT-TC-1A, an employer-based system
that requires the employer to certify their
employees by examination, though training
and experience can be gained elsewhere.
Employers can contract out for examination
services as long as they verify that the
contracted services meet SNT-TC-1A
guidelines.
Level I. For RT, trainees are required to take
40 hours of radiographic testing training,
have three months of experience and pass
three examinations before they can be
certified to Level I. The experience would be
gained as a trainee working with a certified
person, and the exams include a general
written exam, which covers the fundamentals
and principles of radiographic testing; a
specific written exam that covers the specific
applications that are used by the employer;

and a practical exam in which the candidate
demonstrates the ability to actually apply the
test method. Once the exams are passed and
the experience is documented, the employer
can certify the person as a Level I in RT.
Level II. For RT Level II, an additional 40 hours
of training are required (slightly less if the
person can document 2 or more years of
passing grades in an engineering or science
curriculum), as well as 9 months experience as
a Level I. At that point, the employer can
certify the person as a Level II. SNT-TC-1A does
permit personnel to certify directly to Level II,
but requirements for that are the sum of the
Level I and II training and experience listed
above.
Level III. Level IIIs are not currently required
to take additional training per SNT-TC-1A, but
candidates must have a certain amount of
experience as a Level II prior to being eligible
to examine. High school graduates need
4 years of experience comparable to that of a
Level II. If the candidate has 2 or more years
of passing grades in engineering or science
courses, 2 years of experience are required.
With a 4-year degree, only 1year is required.
The above are the technical requirements
for the three levels of qualification. In
addition to these, regulatory agencies such as
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC) and state regulatory agencies require
that a radiographer must hold a current,
radiation safety certificate. To gain this, an
applicant must have a specific number of
hours of radiation safety training, must be
able to document a specific amount of
experience as an assistant radiographer
(which can be satisfied while working as a
Level I) and must pass an approved third-party
(non-employer administered) radiation safety
examination. The number of experience hours
will vary depending on whether the candidate
is being certified in X- or gamma radiography.

Conclusion
In summary, the training an individual receives
in medical radiology will make the general
exam much easier because the principles
involved are the same. However, individuals
trained in medical radiology will have to take
the prescribed number of hours of training.
Medical safety training satisfies some
regulatory requirements for radiation safety
training, but again the required number of
hours in X- or gamma radiation safety
training must be documented before the
radiation safety certificate required by
regulatory agencies can be attained.
Jim Houf is Senior Manager of ASNT’s
Technical Services Department and
administers all ASNT certification programs.
(800) 222-2768 X212, (614) 274-6899 fax,
<jhouf@asnt.org>. TNT

INBOX

A: Paragraph 8.2.2 (Color Contrast
Differentiation) of the 2001 edition of
SNT-TC-1A states “The examination
should demonstrate the capability of
distinguishing and differentiating
contrast among colors or shades of gray
used in the method as determined by
•
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•

•

•

•
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•

Q: A customer visited our facility recently
to see a magnetic particle indication. He
had a pacemaker and asked if it would
be safe for him to be near our
equipment. Fortunately, the
discontinuity he was there to see could
give a clear indication after the part
was removed from the machine so we
decided not to turn the machine on
while he was in the area. Was there a
legitimate need for our concern?

the employer. This should be conducted
upon initial certification and at three
year intervals thereafter.” You can see
that paragraph 8.2.2 specifies colors or
shades of gray. An exam to determine
shades of gray that might be
appropriate for radiographic film
interpretation would not be an
appropriate exam for penetrant tests
that utilize visible red dye.
Your query is one of many
interpretation requests made regarding
eye exams recommended in SNT-TC-1A,
and has been specifically addressed in
Inquiry 78-11 of Interpreting SNT-TC-1A.
Part two of the response made by the
SNT-TC-1A Interpretations Panel
explains the intention of paragraph
8.2.2 as follows: “... such practical
examinations include checkpoints as
appropriate to verify that the
candidate’s color vision capabilities are
adequate to satisfy the specific needs

Q: My Level III has advised that SNT-TC-1A
2001 paragraph 8.2.2 specifies a
requirement for distinguishing between
shades of gray and has recommended a
contrast sensitivity chart for this
purpose. Can you clarify the
interpretation, as the general opinion
from those I have spoken to claim the
contrast sensitivity chart is relevant to
radiography. My employer does not
carry out any radiography and I am not
sure whether SNT-TC-1A makes a
distinction between methods when
calling for this test. L.V.,
Aberdeenshire, UK
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imposed by the NDT method in
question, the employers test
equipment, procedures and products.”
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A: Safety first is always sound policy in the
workplace so you were right to exercise
caution. Pre-emptive measures are
perhaps the best approach to
potentially problematic situations and
awareness is a key component of these
preparations. As a first step, an
individual with an implanted pacemaker
or defibrillator should always consult
beforehand with his or her doctor
concerning any proposed activities.
E-mail, fax or phone questions for Inbox to
the Editor: <hhumphries@asnt.org>,
fax (614) 274-6899, phone (800) 222-2768
X206. TNT
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PRACTITIONER
PROFILE
Chris Pankratz
As you will see in the following interview, Chris Pankratz is enthusiastic
about his work in NDT. He’s equally enthusiastic about where he works.
When first contacted, Chris’ e-mail came bouncing back with attached
photos of a scenic mountain sunrise, ice glaciers, pristine rivers, aerial
shots of refineries at night and isolated drilling platforms perched in the
Cook Inlet — proof positive of his love of Alaska’s natural beauty.

Q: How did you first become involved in NDT?
A: It was just one of those lucky things in life. I was out of high
school, with no real direction and floating from job-to-job. I had
worked at several manufacturing
jobs and realized I was in an
uneducated career path that I
didn’t want. A friend that I worked
with had sons five or six years
older than me. One had graduated
from Southeast Community
College in Milford, NE with an
associate degree in nondestructive
testing. He popped in every now
and then and we’d talk about the
interesting things he did in his job
— where he went, who he was
working for. It was then that I
decided to go back to school. I
applied for student loans; a Pell Grant and a Stafford loan to
study nondestructive testing at the college he attended.
Q: Tell us about your training there.
A: It was five days a week, eight hours a day for a year and a
half and it covered every discipline in NDT. We started with the
basics — materials, metals, metallurgy, physics, math and applied
math as it related to nondestructive testing — then everything
from isometric drawings to piping and instrumentation diagrams.
I had a really well-rounded education before entering the work
force. After graduating, I went to work for a fabrication shop.
Most of that work was visual inspection, some mag particle
inspection and a lot of drawings and welding inspection. From
there, it’s kind of a long story, but I arrived in Alaska. It’s such a
beautiful place, I decided it was where I wanted to stay. I got a
full-time job at a refinery and obtained Level II certification there
through my company in MT, PT, UT and RT.
Q: What weather extremes do you encounter in your work?
A: Let me tell you about Prudhoe Bay near the northernmost
point of the state. In winter, it’s not uncommon to see minus 50
to 60° F temperatures. Throw a wind-chill on top of that and
conditions are really harsh. There are miles and miles of piping,
process facilities and wells in terrain that, in winter, can only be
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described as an ice desert — flat, no trees, nothing but tundra
and extreme arctic. It’s 1,200 miles from here in Anchorage to
Prudhoe Bay. Ideally, I worked a regular rotation — two weeks
on and two weeks off doing RT, UT, mag and PT on everything
from turbine equipment and oilfield piping to oil country
tubular goods — bottom hole goods like drill pipe casing, all the
tools they use to drill wells, maintain them or work them over.
We also did threaded connections, bore and UT wall thickness
readings. I’ve worked all over the state however. Most of the
places we go are really remote and accessed by air traffic only.
Q: Has all of your NDT experience been in Alaska?
A: Well, I moved to Hawaii for about a year and a half. A friend
moved there to work for an NDT company and asked if I’d be
interested in working there too. I was a helper on an IRIS crew
(internal rotating inspection system) inspecting boiler and
exchange tubes in a refinery. We did a turn-around in one
refinery, routine maintenance at another. We also flew out to
Johnston Atoll in the south Pacific (825 miles SW of Hawaii).
Johnston Atoll was a strategic military point during WWII. After
the war it was used to store chemical weapons, agent orange,
plutonium and so forth. More recently, it was the site of the
Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS), an
environmental facility used to dispose of dangerous materials.
We used an MFE (magnetic flux leakage) floor scanner system to
inspect airport fuel storage tanks. We did some UT too and at
one point, hauled a source out there and did some X-ray on
piping. We also examined a fuel piping system being installed
underneath the docks at Pearl Harbor.
Q: But you chose to return to Alaska?
A: I guess I just got rock fever. I went back to a job just like the
one I had left. But this time, I was working all over the state
instead of at just one facility. Lots of variety — gas fields,
platforms, fab shops, refineries — callout work. Over the years,
I’ve gotten my CWI (AWS, Certified Welding Inspector), and
NACE CIP 1 (Coating Inspector Level 1) and CP 1 (Cathodic
Protection Tester) certifications. I’ve also gotten my API 653
(Aboveground Storage Tank Inspector). Acuren, the company I
work for now, uses all the NDT disciplines I’ve used in the past.
Plus, we’ve acquired a digital radiography system that I’m
training on. We also do phased array and I’m hoping to train in
that soon. I’ve done automated ultrasonics for the same
company too. It’s pretty neat when you’re able to get into all
the computer technology that’s coming our way.
Q: What’s a typical day like?
A: Each day is different. A lot of what I do is travel oriented. For
example, on my last job, a refinery had some routine corrosion

monitoring they wanted us to perform. Typically, on a job like
that, my boss calls to tell me where we’re flying to and what
kind of work we will be doing; maybe digital radiography and
ultrasonic. We gather up the equipment we need and head out.
Many times we fly to the site, sometimes we drive. That can
depend on the amount of equipment we have to take.
Sometimes we work one day and drive back. Sometimes we fly
out to a platform for a week. We also do a lot of inspection
work on tanks and piping for water and sewer plants or power
facilities in remote native villages.

Q: What’s the worst part of the work you do?
A: I enjoy what I do and wouldn’t change it for anything. But, if
I had to say one thing, I guess it would be that I am tall and
occasionally have to work in really cramped spaces. Another
thing would probably be the weather.
Q: Are you active in your local ASNT Section activities?
A: I try to be. I was the president of the ASNT student Section
during my last quarter in college. I was also active in the
Hawaii section when I was there and I’ve just been nominated
for Vice-chair of the local Section here in Anchorage.

Q: What other types of certification do you currently hold?
A: I have IRRSP certification and ACCP Level II in VT. I also hold
Level II certification with my company in VT, MT, PT, RT and UT.

Q: What advice can you give to those individuals considering
NDT as a career?

Q: Do you intend to get additional certification?
A: Be diligent, certified training has to happen. Also, keep the
right mindset. Realize that starting out, you may have to start
at the bottom. Computer technology is an aspect of
nondestructive testing that is growing rapidly. Another thing is
that recent events in the petroleum industry in Alaska have
caused many of the refineries here to increase their corrosion
budgets and there’s an increased demand for qualified
inspectors in Alaska. Our company is looking for forty different
types of technicians as we speak. As a result, many companies
have started in-house training programs and that presents an
excellent opportunity. TNT
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A: In an aging infrastructure, anytime you can mitigate or correct
something that avoids environmental catastrophe —finding a
corroded section of pipe, for instance — it’s very gratifying.

•

Q: What’s the best part of the work that you do in NDT?
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A: I’ve actually been talking about that with my boss. Our
company does a lot of infrared testing and there’s a new
Level III certification in IR. I’d like to get additional training
and certification in that and also in eddy current.
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Coolidge X-ray tube, 1920.
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17.Libby
18.Radium
19.McMaster
20.Watertown
21.Sparling
26.Hitt
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Answers
Down
1. Ziegfeld
2. lightguide
5. Betz
7. Evanston
9. Herbert
12.Firestone
14.Boston
15.Doane

Clues for “Crossword Challenge: Early NDT” are adapted from
the Nondestructive Testing Handbook.

1. Fluorescent materials were used in shows staged by the New
York musical theater troupe founded by impresario Florenz
________.
2. __________ is meaning of German term lichtleiter, coined to
denote an endoscope used during the Napoleonic Wars.
5. Author of authoritative 1963 book on liquid penetrant
testing.
7. Home town of ASNT headquarters until 1976. Anagram:
NOVANEST.
9. Brother of Josef Krautkrämer. Anagram: BRETHER.
12. Floyd _________ invented a commercial ultrasonic instrument
in the 1940s. Anagram: INFORESTE.
14. City in New England where ASNT was founded.
15. Carl Betz’s 1966 book on magnetic particle testing updated
the 1940 book by F.B. _____. Anagram: ANODE.
17. Author of authoritative 1971 book on eddy current testing.
18. Isotope used for gamma radiography in 1940s.
19. Robert ________, ASNT president and editor of first edition
NDT Handbook.
20. U.S. Army arsenal where Horace Lester worked, in
Massachusetts.
21. Maiden name of Rebecca Smith, 1960s researcher in liquid
penetrants. Anagram: GRINSLAP.
26. Bill ____, inventor of ultrasonic reference blocks.

22.Magnetic
23.Pascal
24.Erdman
25.Johnson
27.ASME
28.Switzer
29.rocket
30.whiting

3. Author of authoritative 1976 book on acoustic emission
testing.
4. Husband and wife team Pierre and Marie _____ discovered
X-radiation.
6. Inventor with early patent for magnetic particle testing.
8. First name of Förster, inventor who developed eddy current
instruments in the 1940s and 1950s.
10. Inventor and developer of early rail test devices, not Sperry
and not a goose.
11. William ________ discovered infrared radiation. Anagram:
SHELCHER.
13. Charles _______ patented electromagnetic testing instruments
in the 1920s. Anagram: WRUBORS.
16. On his boat in Washington State, this man hosted the working
group that drafted Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-1A.
22. ________ analysis, term for eddy current testing in early
patents.
23. French mathematician Blaise ______ founded the scientific
practice of pressure measurement.
24. Donald ______ applied work with sonar to develop immersion
ultrasonic testing. Anagram: DR NAME.
25. Philip _______, ASNT’s first staff director.
27. Before the First World War, this technical society issued a code
that specified visual testing of boilers.
28. The _______ brothers developed liquid penetrants in the 1930s
and 1940s. Anagram: TWIZERS.
29. Plumber’s ______, leak testing device used by Sherlock Holmes
in “Scandal in Bohemia.”
30. Oil and _______, early version of liquid penetrant testing.

Down

Across
3. Spanner
4. Curie
6. Hoke
8. Friedrich
10.Drake
11.Herschel
13.Burrows
16.Hovland

Across
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Reveal even the smallest surface defects with the super-powerful
MAXIMA™ ML-3500 Series UV-A lamps! Feature advanced
Micro Discharge Light (MDL) technology! Deliver 10 times greater
UV-A output than conventional HID lamps!
• Instant-on
• Pre-focused bulb
• Virtually zero emission of
hazardous UV-B light
• Rugged crack- and dentresistant polymer housing
• Fatigue-free handling
• Mounting accessories for
customized configurations
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U.S. Patent 6,573,665
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Nominal steady-state UV-A
intensities of MAXIMA models
at 15 inches (38cm):
• ML-3500S (spot bulb)
– 50,000 µW/cm2
• ML-3500D (spot bulb
with diffusing filter)
– 14,000 µW/cm2
• ML-3500FL (flood bulb)
– 4,500 µW/cm2
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Available in: 120V, 230V, 240V and
100V AC models, as well as 12V
DC battery-operated versions.
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1-800-274-8888 for more information.
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